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PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT
ÁǝƺǣȅȵƏƬɎȒǔ! àX(חٮɯƏɀɀɯǣǔɎƏȇƳɖȇƺɴȵƺƬɎƺƳًǼƺƏɮǣȇǕȅƏȇɵȵƺȒȵǼƺǣȇƏˡȇƏȇƬǣƏǼ
emergency. If you are a homeowner who is struggling or unable to meet your loan
ȒƫǼǣǕƏɎǣȒȇɀًɯȒȸǸɯǣɎǝǝȒɖɀǣȇǕƺɴȵƺȸɎɀƏȇƳɵȒɖȸǼƺȇƳƺȸɎȒˡȇƳƏɀȒǼɖɎǣȒȇًȇȒɯِ
Don’t wait until you fall behind to seek help. Acting quickly may help you keep
your home and the money you have already invested into it.

RESOURCES FOR PROPERTY OWNERS
The National Association of REALTORS®
has up-to-date information for property
owners about the federal government’s
response to COVID-19. Visit the
Coronavirus Resources for Property
Owners section of www.nar.realtor/
coronavirus for details about how
federal agencies, lenders, and bank
regulators are working to help to
homeowners protect their investment.

Repayment Plan. If you can’t
afford reinstatement, but can
start making payments to catch
up, the lender may let you pay an
additional amount each month
until you are caught up.
1TFS2TINąHFYNTS Your lender may
agree to amend your mortgage.
The options include:
» Adding all the missed payments
to the loan amount & increasing
the monthly payment to cover
the larger loan.
» Giving you more years to pay
off the loan, lowering the
interest rate, and/or forgiving
part of the loan, to lower your
monthly payment.
» Switching from an adjustable
WFYJRTWYLFLJYTFą]JI
rate mortgage, so you aren’t
J]UTXJIYTNSHWJFXJXNS^TZW
monthly payment.

TALK TO YOUR LENDER
Talking to the lender or “loan servicer”
that collects the payments should be
TSJTK^TZWąWXYXYJUX-JWJFWJXTRJ
options to discuss:

»7JVZNWNSLFRTZSYXKTWYF]JX
and insurance to be included
with your monthly mortgage
payment so you avoid big bills
in addition to your mortgage.

Forbearance. Lenders may let you
make a partial payment or skip
payments. You’ll have to repay any
missed or reduced payments in the
future. Forbearance does not erase
what you owe.
Reinstatement. Reinstatement refers
to making a payment that covers all
your late payments, usually at the
end of a forbearance period.
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WATCH OUT FOR SCAMS AND UNFAVORABLE LOAN TERMS
Here are some warning signs:
Sounds too easy.ê,ZFWFSYJJIFUUWT[FQëTWêSTNSHTRJ[JWNąHFYNTSëWJLFWIQJXX
of borrower’s current employment, credit history, and assets.
Large future costs. -NLMWNXPFIOZXYFGQJWFYJRTWYLFLJX\MJWJYMJUF^RJSY
rises a lot after the “teaser rate” period is seldom appropriate for families
who already have had problems repaying other loans.
'FWWNJWXYTWJąSFSHNSL Prepayment penalties that make it hard for a borrower
YTWJąSFSHJNSTWIJWYTUF^TKKFMNLMHTXYQTFSG^YFPNSLFI[FSYFLJTKF
low-cost loan.
No down payment loans. These loans may be split into two mortgages,
\NYMTSJMF[NSLFRZHMMNLMJWHTXY-TRJGZ^JWXXMTZQIGJXZWJYMJ^HFS
afford the payments.
Unethical document management. Ethical lenders and brokers never ask you
to sign a blank document or a document dated before the date you sign.

REALTORS® CAN HELP
REALTORS® are in the business of
helping people become homeowners
and want to do everything they can
to make sure you can afford to stay
in your home.
» If your current lender isn’t willing
or able to help, you may be able to
WJąSFSHJ^TZWHZWWJSYRTWYLFLJ
with another lender. REALTORS®
RF^GJFGQJYTMJQU^TZąSI
responsible lenders that make
fair and affordable loans.
» Be wary of advertisements like
ê(FXMKTW-TZXJX&S^8NYZFYNTSë
TWê<J'Z^-TZXJXKTW(FXMë
These may be scams that bait
homeowners with the promise
of rescuing them from imminent
foreclosure. Talk with a REALTOR®
if you determine that selling your
home is your best option.
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COUNSELING RESOURCES
Counseling agencies are in the business of helping borrowers like you. They are
STSUWTąYTWLFSN_FYNTSXIJINHFYJIYTMJQUNSLHTSXZRJWXF[TNIKTWJHQTXZWJFSI
can be invaluable.
»9MJ:8)JUFWYRJSYTK-TZXNSLFSI:WGFS)J[JQTURJSY -:)\JGXNYJ
MFXFQNXYTK-:)FUUWT[JIHTZSXJQNSLTWLFSN_FYNTSXG^XYFYJ(www.hud.gov/
counseling):XJYMJQNXYFXFXYFWYNSLUTNSYYTąSIFHTZSXJQTWTWHFQQ-:)FY
(800) 569-4287.
» Watch out for questionable companies who advertise that, for a minimal fee,
they will assist homeowners by hiring a lawyer to defend the foreclosure in court
or negotiate lender assistance on the borrowers’ behalf. You should contact a
-:)FUUWT[JIHTZSXJQNSLTWLFSN_FYNTSGJKTWJ^TZUF^TWXNLSFS^YMNSL
Source: Are You Having Problems Paying Your Mortgage? National Association of REALTORS®, NeighborWorks® America,
Center for Responsible Lending
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